Discovering Plate Boundaries

Dale S. Sawyer
Department of Earth Science
Rice University, MS-126
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251-1892
dale@rice.edu
http://terra.rice.edu/plateboundary

Order Form

Teachers kit includes:
- 4 data maps, each 24 by 36 inches on paper (ready to be laminated for many uses!)
- 1 plate boundary map (Duplication master), 11 by 17 inches
- 1 plate boundary map (Duplication master), 8.5 by 11 inches
- 1 student handout (4 map version) (Duplication master)
- 1 teachers notes

Price: $80

(Price good until 30 June 2011. After that please check the webpage shown above.)
Please write check to "Rice University (Plates)"
We also accept Purchase Orders
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